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Abstract. Error bounds for bases of maximal invariant subspaces associated with multiple 
and-in general-defective eigenvalues are deduced for finite element approximations of anti- 
compact differential operators. Bounds for the corresponding eigenvahre approximations make 
use of a uniform Jordan basis condition number and the associated exact eigenvahre index. 
1. GENERAL FEATURES 
As in [l], we consider two complex Hilbert spaces (E, (., .)E) and (H, (e, a)~) such that H E E 
and Vu E H, ]U]E 5 C]U]H, for some constant c > 0, where 1.1~ and 1.1~ are the norms 
induced by the inner products of E and H, respectively. 2) c E is a linear subspace of H 
dense in (E, I . 1~). W e consider the strong eigenvalue problem corresponding to a closed 
operator L defined on V: 
FindXE Cand4ED, suchthatL4=)r+, 4#0,7, (1.1) 
and its variational formulation: Let Q : H x H + 6 be a sesquilinear form, such that 
Vu E D, tlv E H, U(U,V) = (h,v)E. We shall suppose that a satisfies the following 
standard conditions: 
3a > 0, $3 > 0, such that Vu,v E H, cxlu& 5 %a(u,u), IQ(u,v)~ 5 /3lul~ 1~1~. 
We know there exist linear bounded operators A, B E l(H), such that V(u, v) E H x H, 
a(u,v) = (Au,v)~, (u,V)E = (Bu,v)~. B is H-selfadjoint and A satisfiestlu E H, cy IulH < 
IAuIH, (YIUIH 2 IA*+. Hence, Im A is closed in (H, I . IH), A* and A are injective and 
A-l EL(H). Th e variational formulation of (1.1) is 
Find A E 6’ and 4 E H, such that Vu E H, a(4, v) = A (4, V)E, 4 # OH, (1.2) 
which is equivalent to (A-A B)4 = OH, 4# OH. 
2. FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS 
Let H, be an n dimensional subspace of H. The associated finite element approximation 
to (1.2) is 
Find A, E C, 4, E H,,, such that Vu E Hn, u(~~,v) = An (&,V)E, 4n # OH. (2.1) 
Let n, be the H-orthogonal projection onto H,,. Then A, = ~,,AA,IH, : H,, 4 H,, has 
a uniformly bounded inverse, wn = d;‘?r,A : H + H is a projection onto H,, and if ?r, is 
pointwise convergent to IH, so is wn (cf. [l]). If L has a bounded inverse T E L(E), then 
the inverse problem of (1.1) is 
Find p E C and 4 E E, such that T4 = ~4, 4 # 0~. (2.2) 
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Since Vu E H, Bu = ATu, T belongs to L(H). The w,-projection 
consists in solving: 
Find ,u, E C, Q%, E Hn, such that T,& = pn&,, 
approximation to (2.2) 
&I # OE, 
where T, = w, T. We check that (l/p,,&) E C x H,, solves (2.1). If x, is pointwise 
convergent to I, in (H, 1 . 1~) and if T is compact as an operator in L(H), then T, is 
uniformly convergent to T in C(H) and hence (2.1) is strongly stable: Eigenvalues are 
approximated by blocks of eigenvalues with preservation of total algebraic multiplicities, 
since approximated maximal invariant subspaces converge in gap (cf. [4]). 
3. INVARIANT SUBSPACES AND ERROR BOUNDS 
Let X E 6’ be an isolated nonzero eigenvalue of L of finite algebraic multiplicity m and 
index C. Then p = l/X is an isolated nonzero eigenvalue of T E L(H), with same algebraic 
multiplicity and same index. The associated spectral projection is 
P=-& (T-rI#dt=-& J J (B - zA)-lAdz, r r
where r is a simple closed Jordan curve isolating p. The associated m-dimensional maximal 
invariant subspace is M = PH. Since p # 0, TM = M c V. Set X = Hm. The Gram 
matrix associated to (4,$~) E X x X is denoted (d,$)~. X is equipped with the scalar 
product 
V($, ti) E X x X, (4, $>x- = tr (4, $,)w, 
and we set 11. IIx for the product norm. Given a basis 4 E X of M there exists 0 E 6’“‘” 
such that ~~ = 40, 2 being the natural extension of T to X: V+ = (~$1,. . , +&) E X, 
T4 = (T&, . . . ,Tq$,,). We have sp (0) = {p}. Since 7 = 0-l satisfies &#J = 47, M is the 
maximal invariant subspace of L associated with X. We remark that & = _@ 7. T, E ,C(H) 
being a uniform approximation to T E L(H), P,, E -& &(Tn - zl~)-ldz is a uniform 
approximation to P in L(H). If M, = P,,H then PIM,, : Mn + M and P,,lM : M + M, 
are linear homeomorphisms with uniformly bounded inverses, for all n large enough. This 
is the key for the proof of 
PROPERTY 1. For all n large enough, given a basis 4,, of M,,, there exists a basis 4(") of 
M such that &4cn) = 4, and, for some constant c, 
II4+) - 4nllx I c IV - W%(H). (3.1) 
Moreover, l? encloses exactly m eigenvalues of T, (counting algebraic multiplicities) which 
are the spectrum of a matrix B,, E Cmxm satisfying T,,4, = 4,,fl,. - 
P, has a natural extension to X defined by Vx E X, P,,x = 4,,(x, $J,,)H, where +, E X is 
such that T,1$, = $J~OE and (4n, $J,,)H = I,,,. If 4n E xis chosen H-orthonormal then (cf. 
[21) IPnlL(H) = IllClnllx and, since P, is uniformly bounded in n, supn ll$~~llx is finite. As 
before, there exists e(n) E Cmx”, satisfying T4(“) = 4(n)lJ(o). The following result is easy 
to prove: 
PROPERTY 2. For all n large enough and some constant c, 
I@) - eni I c I(TP - T,,P,)P~~(~). (3.2) 
PROPERTY 3. Let Pn be the arithmetic mean of 0,‘s eigenvalues (the subset of sp (Tn) 
isolated by I’). For all n large enough and some constant c, 
1~ - Pnl 5 c I(TP - TnF,,)plt(~). (3.3) 
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PROOF: Considering that /.A = $ tr (8(“)) and fin = $ tr (0”) we have that 
1j.k - pl = _i_ 1 tr (en - eq 5 p(d”) - en) < pn - d”‘l2. - I 
m 
Let 4 E X be the basis of M such that the matrix J E Cmxm representing TiM : M + M 
in 4, is in the Jordan form. Then, there exists a regular matrix o(“) E Px’“, such that 
$(“) o(“) = 4, cr(“) = (4, $“)H, and (o(“))-’ = (#“I, $)H, where + is any H-adjoint basis 
of 4. This shows that n2(J, M) E sup” q(o(“)) * fi ‘t 1s m e, where ~2 is the euclidian condition 
number relative to inversion. Let PI,“, . . . ,,u~,~ be the m eigenvalues of 0”. 
PROPERTY 4. There exists a constant c such that, for all n large enough, 
max Ic1 - ~i,“l I c @z(J, M) [(TP - T”P”)PlcCHj)l’L. 
l<i<m (3.4) 
PROOF: We know that there exist a unitary matrix &(“I E UY”xm, a regular matrix a(“) E 
mxm an uppertriangular matrix A(“) E 6’mxm such that (&(“))*&“)Q(“) = ~1, +A(“) 
&(“))‘-l # 0, (A(“))’ = 0 and J = (cr(n))-ld”~ct(“). If n = J - pIm, then some of the 
columns of n are zero and the rest are different canonical vectors in a?:“. Hence InI = 
~(q*n)+ 5 1, since n*n is a diagonal matrix and sp (7’7) C {O,l}. We thus have e(“) = 
p I, + &‘“‘A’“‘(&‘“‘)* = ~1, + o(“)n(a(“))-l, and I(A(“))L12 5 lo(“)12 l(c~(“))-~lz Ink12 5 
K~(cE(“)) InIt, Vk 1 0. That is to say l(A(“))Llz 5 ~z(o(“)), Vk > 0 and I(A(n))L12 = 0. 
Let pi,” be any eigenvalue of B”, and n sufficiently large. If pi,” = p, we have nothing 
to prove. If lpi,” - ~1 > 0, then pi,” 1, - 6”) is regular but pi,” 1, - 0” is not, so that 
(pi,” Im - e(“))-’ (pi,” 1, - 0”) = 1, - (,u;,” I, - O(“))-1 (0, - d”)) is singular. Hence, 




(h,n - P) Irn - A(“))-’ = F. (cl, 
$2” 
J,)k+l (A(“))k, 
l((pi,” - p) 1, - A(“))-‘12 < ‘K2((y(“)) 
and 
I < e~~(o(“)) Ien - e@)12 
- lPi,n - PI 
Since lim”,, Ien - e(n)12 = 0 we conclude that, for n sufficiently large, lpi,” - ~1 < 1 and 
hence, lpi,” - Pl 5 (e~~(o(“)) Ien - e@)l,)lK I 
This bound may be rewritten in terms of the finite elements eigenvalue approximations 
Xi,n = l/pi,n, 8s 
lyj”;” Ix - &I 5 c (s;z(J,Al) I(TP - T”P”)PILp#‘L. 
-- 
It is easy to check that, for all n large enough, 
as expected. 
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